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An important part of getting a Registered Agent passes the IRS Special Registration Exam, otherwise known as IT. The next steps will help you prepare to enroll, study, and pass an EA exam. Before you have the right to request a special registration check, you must obtain the IRS-issued preparer tax ID number (PTIN).
This is probably the easiest step in the process. Simply or on the IRS website, click on Update or Sign up now to register your PTIN, and pay your fee. Now you are ready to sign up for THIS. Once you've received your PTIN, online and enroll in your exam. You will be able to schedule all three parts of the exam. You
don't have to take all 3 parts of the exam on the same day or time. You can take each part of the EA exam in any order you choose as long as you stay in the existing testing window (May 1, 2015 to February 28th, 2016). The only time limit is that you have to schedule the exam date within 1 year of the date of
registration. After that, you have two years to complete and pass all three parts. If you don't pass part of the first test, you can re-take this section up to 4 times during one of the test windows. Each part of the EA exam costs $109. When you schedule your exams, you'll have to pay that fee. If you need to re schedule the
exam, you can. If you schedule an exam around 5 to 29 days before the exam date, you will have to pay a $35 fee; however, if you schedule your exam more than 30 days in advance, there is no rediation fee. If you re schedule the exam less than 5 days before the test date, you'll need to call to schedule (you can't do it
online) and your entire initial fee will be eliminated and you'll have to pay a $109 full fee again. The best way to ensure success is to create an exam learning schedule to keep you on the right track. Your detailed schedule should describe the topics and time you should examine for each topic that is tested in the exam.
Different subjects in each part of the EA exam are weighted differently, so you should factor in your exam preparation. You may want to study more of these topics that are weighted the most, and spend less time on material that appears in the exam with less frequency. Your best chance of successfully passing this
complex exam involves a thorough review of all parts of the exam. The most effective way to prepare yourself is to enroll in the Enrolled Agent Review Course. These commercial courses cover all three parts of the exam thoroughly and often provide feedback on your progress in addition to exercise tests to simulate an
actual exam. Each good review involves all parts of all 3 parts of the exam. These include: The first part of the IRS Special Registration Procedure covers individuals and consists of 5 Initial work and taxpayer data (15%) Income and assets (25%) Deductions and units (25%) Taxation and advice (20%) Specific return on
individuals (15%) The second part of this examination focuses on enterprises and is divided into three parts: enterprises (45%) Business financial information (40%) Specialised returns and taxpayers (15%) Candidates usually consider this part the most difficult seed in three parts. The rate of pass in Part 2 is about 60%,
compared to more than 80% for the other two parts of the examination. The last part of the material of representations, practices and procedures presented inside and divided into four parts: practices and procedures (33%) Representation at the IRS (25%) Specific types of registration (25%) Completion of application
(17%) Each part of the examination contains 100 questions, which must be answered within 3.5 hours. In total, you must answer 300 questions within 10.5 hours to complete the entire SEE exam. All questions registered in the agent exam are multiple choice. You must choose between 4 different answers. There are
three different types of questions: Direct question incomplete sentence All after Except if you find one of these formats more complicated when you are studying and taking practice exams, you should spend extra time to improve your chances of doing a well test. What happens now that you have planned, completed and
passed the exam? You're going to get your results, of course! The published clearance rates of the examination shall be broken down by part of the examination. In the last 3 years, about 75-80% of applicants have passed the examination in part 1. You could take that into account when you're studying. (To see
Prometric's Official Results for Special Enrollment Exams 2008-2015, please click here.) You know if you passed or failed every part of the exam as soon as you've finished it. In the exam, you will only find out your exact result if you did not pass. If you take the time to study the exam, you will significantly increase your
chances of passing the first time. Take a look at our EA exam review courses to set yourself a success today! 什么是话题 ⽆论是⼀部作品、⼀个⼈,还是⼀件事,都往往可以衍⽣出许多不同的话题。 将这些话题细分出来,分别进⾏讨论,会有更多收获。   CHECK PRICE AMAZONGLEIM EA is considered the best Registered
Agent Prep Course available on the market. It comes with 3 books and 3 Test Prep versions that can be acquired together or separately. Each book is equipped with the corresponding Test Prep the authors are among the best professional growers in the niche. Each book contains all the necessary data and materials
that you need for the relevant phase of the exam, and each Test Prep contains many multiple choice questions, so you can easily apply the knowledge you just learned. Gleim is also the preferred review provider for the National Association of Enrolled Agents so you can understand why their guide is No 1 on our list.
Books provide a comprehensive overview of the concepts and knowledge needed for research, and the content is highlighted by insights and examples. This allows the reader to be more focused on learning and increases retention rates. You should know that the Gleim Test Prep versions, in total, are considered the
largest bank for questions (3000+) that are available in the EA investigation. What's more, they emulate exam day perfectly so there will be no surprises when the time comes. Another big plus about Gleim EA's books is that they are vetted by tax experts. The entire series is written by two professional trainers who are
considered top accounting authors and are both Professor Emeriti. They also have team accountants who contribute to the creation of these materials. You don't have to worry about misleading or downright incorrect information about Gleim.We also liked the fact that each chapter comes with quizzes where the correct
answer is explained. So you can understand why others are wrong and it gives you a fantastic opportunity to learn by applying knowledge. Pros + The most comprehensive course of EA preparation + biggest bank questions + Easy to browse content + platform mimics exam day, allowing students to get used to real deal
+ books are completely controlled by tax expertsCons-bit expensive Best Value Enrolled Prep Agent BookPassKey EA Review Complete 2017-2018 Review Review REVIEW PRICE AMAZONThis is a comprehensive guide and contains all the necessary information in the updated latest versions. PassKey's
comprehensive EA Review learning program also comes with 800 learning questions specifically designed to help students learn better and faster. To make sure that all students are up to date with tax law, the guide also includes the latest provisions of the Affordable Care Act and the PATH Act, which apply in recent tax
years. On the 824 pages, the Guide contains comprehensive information on the three parts needed to review the EA. It is also easy to understand the language, and even the most complex definitions of tax law are well explained. The PassKey EA Review Guide is one resource that truly demystified complex tax law and
shows students everything follows a specific logic. The Guide is divided into three parts:1) Taxation of individuals2) Taxation of enterprises as all that entails3) representation, procedures and you should know that the guide was created with the help of experts on tax law and other aspects. It has also been strictly
controlled by various specialists for accuracy since the first copy was published. The only downside we found was that it's not as thorough as the first option (it's only 824 pages), but we believe it compensates through a myriad of practice issues that allow you to assess your progress. Pros+ Breakdown of each of the
three parts of the exam. First Version #3 Best General Registered Agent Prep BookIRS Registered Agent Exam Study Guide 2016-2017 Review CHECK PRICE AMAZONIrs Studies Agent Exam Study Guide comes with everything you need to know, and the information is short, accurate, and well-defined. However,
when you compare it to the two previous master versions we discussed, you'll notice that some of the information is missing. So, while it covers all the topics you need, the explanations are not as comprehensive as you might wish for. Still, if you're already working in a finance and tax law niche, the IRS Enrolled Agent
Exam Study Guide may prove just enough for your needs. This is true because they got rid of all unnecessary information that makes other guides so fluffy (the guide is only 352 pages). However, in doing so, some data that may prove useful for the beginner was wrong as well.  The authors boast about their guide to the
effective content of the organization and well-built explanations. And they have the right to do so! The guide is indeed well organized and benefits most people trying to pass a three-step EA exam.  Finally, all data, information, and questions are up to date for the latest current sessions of the ea exam. What's more, to
help you get into the exam atmosphere, you can access over 1,000 online practice questions that test your readiness. So, in addition to being a bit thin information for beginner needs, this guide is one of the best resources for your Enrolled Agent preparation. Pros + Short / Short and Point Information + All Extra Fluff
Ignored + Tons of Practice Questions Available Online + Content Is Well Organized + Book Not Too Hard or Fat (Easy to Make Around)Cons-Not As Comprehensive As Our Other Options – Not Recommended for Beginners # 4 Best General Registered Agent Prep BookPassKey EA Review Workbook 2017-2018 Edition
Review CHECK AMAZONThis workbook is useful only for students who have already passed all the information needed for the EA exam. We say this because the book does not have any concept to look at – there are only practice issues The main goal of passkey EA Review Workbook (2017-2018 Edition) is to help
students review their knowledge and evaluate (correctly) their readiness. You do this by answering every question and then answering your answer with the correct answer in the book. If you don't know the answer to the question, or if you get one answer incorrectly, the workbook provides detailed explanations. So you
can understand why your answer was wrong and you will learn the right way to answer that particular question. We chose this workbook as a resource for your review sessions because the authors are registered representatives with years of practice in the field of taxation for businesses (small and large) and individuals
and tax law. Their knowledge of ways to create a wonderful resource that will test your knowledge and draw attention to your weaknesses. PassKey EA Review Workbook is made from six EA full practice exams (two for every three parts of the EA exam) and goes very well with the PassKey Study Guide we mentioned
above. There are 600+ practice issues in 308 pages and each exam is up to date with the current EA exam cycle. Topics that include up-to-date information are the Affordable Care Act, Child Tax Credit, American Opportunity Credit, PATH Act and Earned Income Credit.The issues in the workbook are specially designed
to fit exam questions and are verified by accuracy experts. Pros + Detailed Answer Explanations So You Can Learn From Your Mistakes + Many Practice Questions Designed to Fit The Actual Exam + Workbook Can Be Used as A Supplement to The Survey GuideCons- No Definition Review, Just Practice Questions
and Explanations Budget Pick Enrolled Agent Prep BookLogix Enrolled Agent Review PRICE AMAZONThe Logixd Agent Review Guide was created by two tax professionals (one licensed EA and one CPA) and it was done with dozens of other tax staff information and accuracy levels. While this is not the most
comprehensive version of the prep book ea exam, it does offer much useful data and concepts. We recommend it to people who are somehow familiar with the funding niche, but it's useful for beginners as well. The 320-page guide contains tips and tricks to help students with the learning and retention process. The
terms and facts are explained in detail, but some facts are a little out dated. This is not extremely important because these are not critical concepts of tax law, but it is still the best thing you know. Finally, the Logix Enrolled Agent Exam Review guide comes with 300+ sample questions and answers to help you apply the
knowledge you just acquired. And as a book owner you can sign up online and get more questions for free. They shall be made available gradually. Pros + Tips and Tricks are included in the whole book + guide offers all facts + Includes review and practice questions + Written and verified professionalsCons-Somewhat
outdated-A little short in terms of review and questions about our proposals We know the EA exam is difficult and that it involves a lot of stress, but with the right resources and enough time and dedication, it shouldn't prevent you from getting a career path you want. If you are a beginner, just starting to learn about the
world of finance, we recommend getting Gleim EA Test Bank &amp;amp; Books. This guide is comprehensive and well organized, and experts from all over the world recommend it - it's a bit expensive though. If you're looking for a more budget-friendly version, the best option is the PassKey EA review workbook (2017-
2018 Edition). However, this is only recommended if you have already learned everything you need for the exam because it only comes with questions. For a beginner, the best value is to choose PassKey EA Review Complete 2017-2018 Edition. If these two are with the above workbook, these two are an invincible
resource. On the other hand, if you're already familiar with the financial niches required for an age exam, the IRS's registered agent exam survey guide 2016-2017 is just fine. It's not as comprehensive as some of the resources on our list, but it's well organized and deals with the main topics of the exam. Exam.
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